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Abstract
It is a trivial observation that every decidable set has strings of lengthn with

Kolmogorov complexitylog n+O(1) if it has any strings of lengthn at all. Things
become much more interesting when one asks whether a similar property holds
when one considersresource-boundedKolmogorov complexity. This is the ques-
tion considered here: Can a feasible setA avoid accepting strings of low resource-
bounded Kolmogorov complexity, while still accepting some (or many) strings of
lengthn?

More specifically, this paper deals with two notions of resource-bounded Kol-
mogorov complexity: Kt and KNt. The measure Kt was defined by Levin more
than three decades ago and has been studied extensively since then. The measure
KNt is a nondeterministic analog of Kt. For all stringsx, Kt(x) ≥ KNt(x); the
two measures are polynomially related if and only if NEXP⊆ EXP/poly [5].

Many longstanding open questions in complexity theory boil down to the ques-
tion of whether there are sets in P that avoid all strings of low Kt complexity. For
example, the EXP vs ZPP question is equivalent to (one version of) the question of
whether avoiding simple strings is difficult: (EXP= ZPP if and only if there exist
ε > 0 and a “dense” set in P having no stringsx with Kt(x) ≤ |x|ε [4]).

Surprisingly, we are able to showunconditionallythat avoiding simple strings
(in the sense of KNt complexity) is difficult. Every dense set in NP∩ co-NP con-
tains infinitely many stringsx such that KNt(x) ≤ |x|ε for someε. The proof does
not relativize. As an application, we are able to show that if E= NE, then accept-
ing paths for nondeterministic exponential time machines can be found somewhat
more quickly than the brute-force upper bound, if there are many accepting paths.

Key Words: Hitting Sets, Kolmogorov Complexity, Complexity Theory

1 Introduction

It has been observed before that many popular conjectures in complexity theory can
be restated equivalently in terms of questions about the resource-bounded Kolmogorov
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complexity of feasible sets, and that this restatement can serve to highlight some of the
tension among these conjectures. For instance, it is common to conjecture that

1. The containment NTime(t(n)) ⊆ DTime(2O(t(n))) is nearly optimal, and that

2. Cryptographically-secure one-way functions exist.

The first of these two conjectures implies that there are polynomial time-bounded Tur-
ing machines that, for infinitely many inputsn, accept some strings inΣn, but none
having Kt-complexity less than (say)n/5 [2], where Kt is a time-bounded version of
Kolmogorov complexity defined by Levin [16]. (Definitions will be provided in Sec-
tion 2.) In contrast, the second conjecture implies that secure pseudorandom generators
exist [12], which in turn implies that any polynomial time-bounded machinemustac-
cept some strings inΣn with Kt-complexity much less than

√
n if the machine accepts

at least half of the strings inΣn [1]. Thus, if the popular conjectures are true, sets in P
canavoid accepting strings with low Kt-complexity, butonly if they don’t accept many
strings of any given length. If a set in P contains a lot of strings of a given input length,
then itcannotavoid accepting some simple strings, according to the popular belief.

This paper deals with the question of how difficult it is to avoid simple strings
(i.e., strings of low resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexity) while still accepting a
large number of strings. The main contribution of the paper is to present one setting in
which we can replace popular conjecture and vague belief with unconditional theorems,
showing that easy-to-compute setsmustcontain simple strings if they contain many
strings. We also present an application of this new insight to the question of whether
accepting computation paths of nondeterministic exponential time machines are easy
to find, assuming “only” E= NE.

Let us introduce some notation, to help us gauge how successfully a set is avoiding
simple strings. For any setA ⊆ Σ∗, define KtA(n) to be min{Kt(x) : x ∈ A=n},
whereA=n = A ∩ Σn. (For a definition of Levin’s measure Kt(x), see Section 2.)
If A=n = ∅, then KtA(n) is undefined. Note that the rate of growth of KtA(n) is
a measure of how successfullyA avoids strings of low Kt complexity. The rate of
growth of KtA(n) for setsA in P and P/poly is especially of interest, as can be seen
from the following theorem. (We give a more precise definition of “dense” in Section
3, but for now it is sufficient to consider a set to be “dense” if it contains at least2n/n
strings of each lengthn. An “NE search problem” is the task of mapping an inputx to
an accepting computation ofM on inputx, if one exists, whereM is an NE machine.)

Theorem 1 1. There is anNE search problem that is not solvable in time22o(n)
if

and only if there is a setA ∈ P and anε > 0 such thatKtA(n) 6= O(nε) [2,
Theorem 6].

2. There is anNE search problem that is not solvable in time2O(n) if and only if
there is a setA ∈ P such thatKtA(n) 6= O(log n) [2, Theorem 6].

3. EXP 6⊆ P/poly if and only if for every dense setA ∈ P/poly and everyε > 0,
KtA(n) = O(nε) [3, Theorem 12].
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4. There is a setB ∈ E and anε > 0 such that, for all largen, there is no circuit of
size2εn acceptingB=n if and only if for every dense setA ∈ P/poly, KtA(n) =
O(log n) [3, Theorem 13].

5. EXP 6= ZPPif and only if for every setA ∈ Pof polynomial density1 KtA(n) =
O(nε) [4].

A nondeterministic analog of Levin’s Kt measure, denoted KNt, was introduced
recently [5]. For any setA, let KNtA(n) be min{KNt(x) : x ∈ A=n}. The rate of
growth of KNtA(n) is similarly related to open questions in complexity theory:

Theorem 2 [5, Theorem 44] There is a setB ∈ NE/lin such that for all largen, there
is no nondeterministic circuit of size2εn acceptingB=n if and only if for every dense
setA in NP/poly∩ coNP/poly, KNtA(n) = O(log n).

Theorem 2 presents a condition regarding KNtA(n) for dense setsA in a nonuni-
form class, and Theorem 1 contains analogous conditions regarding dense sets in both
uniformandnonuniform classes. It is natural to wonder if Theorem 2 can be extended,
to say something about the corresponding uniform class, and the experience of Theo-
rems 1 and 2 could lead one to expect that such an extension would consist of showing
that a statement about the KNt-complexity of dense sets in NP∩ co-NP is equivalent
to some longstanding open question in complexity theory.

Thus it is of interest that our main theorem showsunconditionallythat KNtA(n)
grows slowly for all dense sets in NP∩ co-NP (and even for all of those dense sets
lying in (NP∩ co-NP)/no(1)).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Definitions and preliminaries are
presented in Section 2. The main results are presented in Section 3. An application
to NE search problems is presented in Section 4. And finally, some musings about
possible improvements to the main result are presented in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

We assume that the reader is familiar with complexity classes such as P, ZPP, NP, AM,
and PSPACE; for background consult a standard text such as [6]. We use the following
notation for deterministic and nondeterministic exponential-time complexity classes:
E = DTime(2O(n)), NE = NTime(2O(n)), EXP = DTime(2nO(1)

), and NEXP=
NTime(2nO(1)

). PNP[n] is the class of languages accepted by polynomial-time oracle
Turing machines with an oracle from NP, where the oracle machine makes at mostn
oracle queries on inputs of lengthn.

For any complexity classC, and functionh(n) : IN → IN, let C/h(n) denote the
class of setsB such that, for some “advice function”a(n) : IN → Σh(n), and some
setA ∈ C, x ∈ B if and only if (x, a(|x|)) ∈ A. C/poly denotes

⋃
k C/nk + k; C/lin

1As discussed in Section 3, there is a slight difference between a “dense set” and a “set of polynomial
density” which we prefer to ignore in this introduction. For the other parts of this theorem, the stated
equivalence holds both for “dense sets” and “sets of polynomial density”; however it is not known if “set of
polynomial density” can be replaced by “dense set” here.
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denotes
⋃

k C/kn. The class P/poly has an equivalent characterization as the class
of problems solvable by families of polynomial-size circuits. Note in particular that
(NP∩ co-NP)/poly is quite possibly a proper subset of NP/poly∩ coNP/poly.

Levin defined Kt(x) to be min{|d| + log t : U(d) = x in time t} [16], whereU
is some fixed universal Turing machine. (It is important to note that Levin’s definition
is independentof any run-timet; the “t” that appears in the definition is a quantity
that participates in the minimization expression.) Later, it was observed that Kt(x) is
polynomially related to the oracle circuit size that is required to compute the function
that hasx as its truth table [5], where the oracle is a complete set for E. In order to
obtain a time-bounded notion of Kolmogorov complexity in the spirit of Levin’s Kt
function that is related to circuit complexity for more general oracles (including the
empty oracle), a new measure, called KT, was defined [4]:

Definition 1 Let U be a universal Turing machine and letB be an oracle. Define the
measureKTB(x) to be

KTB(x) = min{ |d|+ t : UB,d describesx in timet, (meaning that

∀b ∈ {0, 1, ∗} ∀i ≤ |x|+ 1, UB,d(i, b) accepts int steps iffxi = b)}.

(The notation “UB,d(i, b)” indicates that the machineU has random access (or “ora-
cle access”) to both the stringd and the oracleB. This allows the running time to be
less than|d|.) We omit the superscriptB if B = ∅.

It is known that one can pick a complete setC for E such that Levin’s definition of
Kt(x) is linearly-related to KTC(x) [4].

A nondeterministic analog of Kt called KNt was recently investigated [5], and it
was shown that KNt(x) is linearly related to KTD(x) for a setD that is complete for
NE. Thus, for this paper, we will let Kt(x) and KNt(x) denote KTC(x) and KTD(x)
for this E-complete setC and NE-complete setD, respectively.

For a given setA, and oracleB, we define KTBA(n) to be equal to min{KTB
A(x) :

x ∈ A=n}. Thus KtA(n) = KTC
A(n), and KNtA(n) = KTD

A (n).
We assume that the reader is familiar with polynomial-time Turing reducibility,

denoted≤p
T . We also need to make use of reductions computed by polynomial-size

circuits, instead of polynomial-timemachines. A P/poly-Turing reduction of a setA
to a setB is a family of polynomial-size circuits computingA, where the circuits have
oracle gatesfor B, in addition to the usual AND and OR gates. (An oracle gate for
B outputs 1 if the stringy that is presented to it as input is an element ofB.) If a
P/poly-Turing reduction has the property that there is no path in the circuit from one
oracle gate to another, then it is called a P/poly-truth-table reduction, denoted≤P/poly

tt .

3 Main Result

The main theorem applies only to languages that have “sufficiently many” strings; we
call such sets “dense”. The following definition makes precise exactly what sort of
“density” is required:
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Definition 2 A setA ⊆ {0, 1}∗ is denseif there is ak such that for everyn there is
somem, n ≤ m ≤ nk + k such that|A ∩ {0, 1}m| ≥ 2m/mk.

Theorem 3 LetA be a dense set in(NP∩ co-NP)/a(n) for somea(n) = no(1). Then
for everyε > 0 there are infinitely manyx ∈ A such thatKNt(x) < |x|ε.

Proof: Most of the work has already been done in an earlier paper, in which it was
shown thatRKNt (the set of “KNt-random strings”, i.e., the set of stringsx such that
KNt(x) ≥ |x|) is not in NP∩ co-NP [5]. It was noticed only shortly after that paper
was submitted for publication that the lower bound applied not only toRKNt, but in
fact toeverydense setA such that, for someε > 0, KNtA(n) 6= Ω(nε). We need to
recall some of the main theorems of earlier work on this topic.

One of the main insights obtained in earlier work is that for “large” complexity
classes, dense sets having only strings of high Kolmogorov complexity are hard under
P/poly reductions. The following definition captures the property that a “large” class
needs to have, in order for the proof to go through:

Definition 3 A setB is PSPACE-robust ifPB = PSPACEB.

The notion of PSPACE-robustness was defined by Babai et al [8], who observed
that every set that is complete for EXP under≤p

T reductions is PSPACE-robust. Later,
it was shown that NEXP also has this property [5].

Theorem 4 [4, Theorem 31] LetB be anyPSPACE-robust set. LetA be a set such
that for someε > 0 andk, for everyn there is somem such that

• n ≤ m ≤ nk + k,

• |A ∩ {0, 1}m| ≥ 2m/mk

• KTB
A(m) ≥ mε.

ThenB is reducible toA via≤P/poly
tt reductions.

(This is a slight modification of the statement of the theorem as given in [4]. There,
it was assumed thatA contains many strings ofeverylength, and containsno strings
of low KTB complexity. However, the≤P/poly

tt reduction that is given in [4] has the
property that, on inputs of lengthn, all queries to the oracleA have the same lengthm,
and the reduction works properly as long as, for the given lengthm, A contains many
strings and no strings of low KTB complexity. Thus, by simply encoding the lengthm

into the nonuniform advice of the≤P/poly
tt reduction, the proof given in [4] suffices to

establish Theorem 4.) We remark also that the proof given in [4] proceeds by showing
that A can be used as a test to distinguish truly random strings from pseudorandom
strings produced by a pseudorandom generator constructed fromB. Thus, the same
argument shows thatB is reducible toA even ifA contains only afewstrings with low
KTB complexity. Consequently, it is possible to improve the statement of Theorem 3
to say that every dense set in(NP∩ co-NP)/a(n) hasmanystrings of KNt complexity
≤ nε, for infinitely manyn. We do not pursue that generalization here.
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Since we are using the definition of KNt as KTD for some setD that is complete
for NE, and since every set that is complete for NE is PSPACE-robust, Theorem 4
immediately yields the following corollary:

Corollary 5 LetA be any dense set such thatKNtA(n) = Ω(nε) for someε > 0. Then

A is hard forNEXPunder≤P/poly
tt reductions.

We also need to use the fact that anyA that satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 5
is also hard for PSPACE under probabilistic reductions:

Theorem 6 [4, Theorem 33 and Lemma 35] LetA be any set of polynomial density,
such thatKtA(n) = Ω(nε) for someε > 0. ThenPSPACE⊆ ZPPA.

Note that the term “polynomial density” as used in [4] is slightly more restrictive
than the term “dense” as defined in this paper, since a set has “polynomial density” if
it contains many strings ofeverylength.

Corollary 7 Let A be any dense set in(NP∩ co-NP)/a(n) such thatKNtA(n) =
Ω(nε) for someε > 0. ThenPSPACE⊆ ⋃

k(NP∩ co-NP)/2a(nk) + O(log n).

Proof: Note that KtA(n) ≥ KNtA(n) = Ω(nε). Thus we would like to modify the
proof of Theorem 6 to (nearly) obtain that PSPACE⊆ ZPPA.

The proof of Theorem 6 given in [4] presents a ZPP reduction with the property that,
on inputs of lengthn, there are lengthsm1 andm2 such that all queries to the oracle
have length eitherm1 or m2. (Queries to lengthm1 are used to obtain a string of high
complexity, which is then used in conjunction with the Impagliazzo-Wigderson con-
struction [15] to derandomize a BPPA reduction, which only makes queries of length
m2.) The lengthm2 can be replaced by anym′

2 such thatm2 ≤ m′
2 ≤ m

O(1)
2 ,

as long as the reduction is given suitable advice, saying which lengthm′
2 has suf-

ficiently many strings, and the lengthm1 can be replaced by anym′
1 at most poly-

nomially larger thanm′
2, again if the reduction is given advice, saying which length

m′
1 is suitable. Thus the ZPP reduction running in timenk can be simulated by a

(ZPPNP∩ co-NP)/2a(nc) + O(log n) computation, wherec depends onk and on the

density parameters ofA. The corollary follows by observing that ZPPNP∩ co-NP=
NP∩ co-NP.2

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 3. The proof is by contradiction:
Assume thatA is a dense set in(NP∩ co-NP)/a(n) for somea(n) = no(1) such that,
for all largex ∈ A, we have KNt(x) ≥ |x|ε. That is, KNtA(n) = Ω(nε).

By Corollaries 5 and 7 we have PSPACE⊆ (NP∩ co-NP)/no(1) and NEXP⊆
PA/poly ⊆ P(NP∩ co-NP)/a(n)/poly = (NP∩ co-NP)/poly.

It is known that if NEXP⊆ (NP∩ co-NP)/poly then NEXP= AM [5, Theorem
29]. Thus under our assumptions we have

NEXP = AM = PSPACE⊆ (NP∩ co-NP)/no(1).

This is a contradiction, since(NP∩ co-NP)/no(1) ⊆ PNP[n]/n, and it was shown by

Buhrman, Fortnow, and Santhanam [10] that NEXP is not contained in PNP[n]/n. 2

It would be nice to know if a better upper bound on the KNt-complexity of dense
sets in NP∩ co-NP (or in P) can be proved.
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3.1 Does This Relativize?

The proof of Theorem 3 does not relativize, since it relies on Theorem 6 (which in
turn relies on the characterization of PSPACE in terms of interactive proofs [17, 19])
and also Theorem 28 of [5] (which relies on the characterization of NEXP in terms
of interactive proofs [7]). However, we do not know if the statement of Theorem 3
actually fails relative to some oracle.

Spakowski [20] has pointed out that an oracle construction of Buhrman, Fortnow,

and Laplante [9] might be relevant. They present a setA such that CND2
√
|x|

(x) ≥
|x|/4 for all x ∈ A, where CND2

√
n

is a notion of “2
√

n-time-bounded nondetermin-
istic distinguishing complexity”. It is known that CND-complexity is related to KNt
complexity [5], and one can easily show that, for their setA ∈ PA, there is someε > 0
such that KNtA(x) ≥ |x|ε for all x ∈ A, where KNtA(x) is the measure that results
when one defines KNt complexity using a universal Turing machine that can access
the oracleA. Spakowski suggests that a slight modification of their construction yields
a setA satisfying the same conditions, that contains many strings of lengthn, for in-
finitely manyn. Thus this comes close to being an oracle relative to which Theorem 3
fails.

4 An Application to Search Problems

One of the aspects of the theory of NP-completeness that makes it so widely applicable,
is the fact that, for NP-complete problems,searchis equivalent todecision. That is, the
problem ofdecidingmembership in an NP-complete set is polynomially-equivalent to
the problem offindinga proof of membership. Hartmanis, Immerman, and Sewelson
observed that the proof of equivalence that works for NP-complete problems breaks
down for exponential-time computations, and they asked whether search and decision
are also equivalent for NE-complete problems [11]. A partial answer was provided by
Impagliazzo and Tardos [14], who presented an oracle relative to which E= NE but
relative to which there exists a nondeterministic exponential-time machineM such that
there is no function computable in exponential time that maps each inputx accepted
by M to an accepting computation ofM on inputx. An alternative oracle construction
was subsequently given by Buhrman, Fortnow, and Laplante [9].

The trivial brute-force deterministic algorithm for finding accepting computations
of NE machines takes doubly exponential time22O(n)

. No significantly better upper
bound is known, even for the special case of finding accepting computations of proba-
bilistic NE machines, that havemanyaccepting computation paths if they have any at
all. This has been the case, even under the assumption that E= NE.

As a consequence of the results of Section 3, we can now say something nontrivial
about an upper bound on the complexity of finding accepting computations of NE ma-
chines if E= NE – at least for certain classes of NE machines. (Actually, it suffices to
use the weaker assumption that NEXP⊆ EXP/poly.) Let ZPE be the exponential-time
analog of the complexity class ZPP. That is,B is in ZPE if there are two nondetermin-
istic Turing machinesM0 andM1 running for time2cn for somec, whereM0 accepts
B andM1 acceptsB, with the property that ifx ∈ B, then for at least half of the strings
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r of length2cn, M1 acceptsx along the computation path given byr, and if x 6∈ B,
then for at least half of the stringsr M0 acceptsx along the computation path given
by r. Thus, for every stringx, either half of the stringsr of length2c|x| are accepting
computations ofM1, or half of the stringsr are accepting computations ofM0. A ZPE
search problem(defined by the machinesM0 andM1) is the task of takingx as input,
and producing a stringr as output, that causes eitherM0 or M1 to accept.

Theorem 8 If NEXP ⊆ EXP/poly, then for everyZPE search problem, there is a
deterministic algorithmM solving it with the property that, for everyε > 0, M runs
in time22ε|x|

for infinitely manyx.

Proof: Consider a ZPE search problem defined by machinesM0 andM1. Let N be
an NE machine running in time2cn that, on inputx, guesses a stringr of length2cn

and accepts ifr causes eitherM0 or M1 to accept on inputx. (Note thatN accepts
everystringx.)

Let d : IN → {0, 1}∗ be a standard bijection (e.g.,d(i) is the stringx such that the
binary representation ofi + 1 is 1x). Let WN be the set{r : |r| = nc+1 and (some
prefix of) r causesN to accept the stringd(n)}. Note that, since|d(n)| = O(log n),
WN is in P, andA is dense (since it contains at least half of the strings of each length
of the formnc+1).

By Theorem 3, for everyε > 0 there are infinitely manyr ∈ WN such that
KNt(x) < |r|ε. Since we are assuming that NEXP⊆ EXP/poly, it follows that Kt
and KNt are polynomially related [5], and thus we have that for everyε > 0 there are
infinitely manyr ∈ WN such that Kt(r) < |r|ε. Let C be the E-complete set such that
Kt(x) = KTC(x).

Consider the following algorithmM : On inputx, computen so thatd(n) = x. For
k = 1 to nc, for all descriptionsd of lengthk, see ifUC,d describes a stringr of length
nc in timek. If so, and ifr causesN to accept on inputx, then halt and outputr.

It is straightforward to verify that the algorithmM has the properties claimed for it
in the statement of the theorem.2

The conclusion of Theorem 8 holds for a great many more NE search problems
than merely those in ZPE. It holds for any NE machineN for which the languageWN

constructed in the proof of Theorem 8 is dense. (This corresponds to those problems in
NE that are accepted by NE machines that have many accepting computation paths for
at least one string of every length (or, more generally, at least one string out of every
O(1) consecutive lengths).) Rather than creating a new definition to capture this class,
we simply state the following corollary:

Corollary 9 If NEXP ⊆ EXP/poly, then for everyNE search problem defined by an
NE machineN such that the setWN is dense, there is a deterministic algorithmM
solving it with the property that, for everyε > 0, M runs in time22ε|x|

for infinitely
manyx.

As stated, Theorem 8 is actually quite a bit weaker than a result presented by
Impagliazzo, Kabanets and Wigderson [13] where a stronger conclusion is shown
to follow from a weaker hypothesis. (It does not appear that Corollary 9 is sub-
sumed by [13].) More specifically, Impagliazzo, Kabanets, and Wigderson show that
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if EXP 6= ZPP, then ZPE search problems can be solved not merely in time22ε|x|
for

infinitely manyx, but forall x of lengthn for infinitely manyn [13, Theorem 47]. (The
statement of their Theorem 47 does not explicitly give a running time for ZPE search
problems, and instead is stated in terms of an upper bound for recognizinglanguages
in ZPE, but their proof actually shows how to solve ZPE search problems.) Their con-
clusion is obviously stronger than the conclusion of Theorem 8; in order to see that the
hypothesis of Theorem 8 is stronger, we need to show why NEXP⊆ EXP/poly im-
plies ZPP≤ EXP. If NEXP ⊆ EXP/poly and ZPP= EXP, then EXP⊆ P/poly,
and thus NEXP⊆ P/poly, which implies NEXP= MA [13, Theorem23]. Thus
NEXP = EXP = ZPP, which contradicts the nondeterministic time hierarchy theo-
rem [18].

It is possible to give a more direct proof of this result of Impagliazzo, Kabanets,
and Wigderson, by making use of part 5 of Theorem 1 (which was not available to
them):

Theorem 10 ([13, Theorem 47]) IfEXP 6= ZPP, thenZPE search problems can be
solved in time22ε|x|

for all x of lengthn, for infinitely manyn.

Proof: By Theorem 1, we know that if EXP6= ZPP, then for every setA ∈ P of
polynomial density, KtA(n) = O(nε).

As in the proof of Theorem 8, consider a ZPE search problem defined by machines
M0 andM1, and letN be an NE machine running in time2cn that, on inputx, guesses
a stringr of length2cn and accepts ifr causes eitherM0 or M1 to accept on inputx.

Instead of the setWN that is defined in the proof of Theorem 8, consider the set
W ′

N : {r : 2m2cm ≤ |r| < 2m+12c(m+1), wherer = r1r2 . . . r2mz for some stringz,
and for eachi ≤ 2m, ri is a string of length2cm encoding an accepting computation of
N on theith string of lengthm}. (A similar construction is employed by Impagliazzo,
Kabanets, and Wigderson.) Note thatW ′

N is in P, and has polynomial density (since
it contains at least half of the strings of each lengthn). Thus by our assumption,
KtW ′

N
(n) = O(nε).

Now consider the following modification to the algorithmM from the proof of
Theorem 8: On inputx of lengthm, letx be theith string of lengthm in lexicographical
order. Fork = 1 to nc, for all descriptionsd of lengthk, see ifUC,d describes a stringr
of length between2m2cm and2m+12c(m+1) in timek. If so, then letri be the substring
of length2cm starting at position(i− 1)2cm. If ri causesN to accept on inputx, then
halt and outputri.

Note that for allε > 0, for infinitely manym we are guaranteed to find a description
d of length at mostk = (2m)ε such thatUC,d describes a stringr ∈ W ′

N , which means
thateverysubstringri of r causesN to accept theith string of lengthm. 2

It is natural to wonder if E= NE implies faster algorithms forall instances of
ZPE, instead of merely for infinitely many inputsx. This is essentially a question
of whether polynomial-time computations can accept many strings while avoiding all
simple strings forsomeinput lengths, but not for others. This topic is discussed at
greater length in the next section.
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5 Are Σn and Σm Fundamentally Different, for n 6= m?

In this section, we discuss the KNt complexity of dense sets in P. Theorem 3 says that,
for every dense setA ∈ P, there exist infinitely many lengthsn such thatA contains
a string of lengthn having KNt complexity less thannε. In this section, we observe
that we can essentially swap the quantifiers. There are long segments of consecutive
input lengthsS = [i, i + 1, . . . , ic] such that, for everym ∈ S, everymachine running
in time mk must accept strings inΣm with KNt complexity at mostmε if it accepts
many strings of lengthm. There may be long “deserts” of input lengths where, for all
we know, polynomial-time machines can behave badly by avoiding all of the simple
strings while still accepting many strings. However, we are guaranteed that there are
infinitely many large “oases” in the desert, where machines behave as expected (i.e.,
by accepting some strings with low KNt complexity, if they accept many strings).

Consider the standard universal set for DTime(nk): Ak = {(i, x) : Mi acceptsx
in |x|k steps}, where we assume an enumeration of machines such thatM0 acceptsΣ∗

in linear time. Leta(n) be defined to be the indexi ≤ n of the machineMi such that,
among all of the machinesMj with j ≤ n that run in timenk on inputs of lengthn
and accept at least2n/nk strings of lengthn, KNtL(Mj)(n) is maximized. Note that
a(n) is always defined, by our choice ofM0. The setSk = {x : Ma(|x|)(x) = 1} is in
P/ logn and contains at least2n/nk strings of each lengthn, and has KNt complexity
asymptotically as high as any dense set in DTime(nk).

Define thek-oasisto be the set{n : KNtSk
(n) ≤ n1/k}. It is immediate that the

(k + 1)-oasis is a subset of thek-oasis, for everyk. Also note that, for everyc ≥ 1,
and everyk, thek-oasis contains infinitely many sequences of consecutive numbers
n, n + 1, . . . , nc, since otherwise the setSk would be a dense set in P/ logn that

would be hard for NEXP under≤P/poly
tt reductions (by Theorem 4) and would also

be hard for PSPACE under ZPP/O(log n) reductions (by Corollary 5), and one would
obtain a contradiction exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.

That is, thek-oases for largek contain superpolynomially-long sequences of con-
secutive input lengths where all DTime(nk) machines “behave well”, and thek-oases
for smaller values ofk are even larger.

Since there is not a recursive enumeration of pairs of machines that define sets in
NP∩ co-NP, the strategy that was used in defining “k-oases” for DTime(nk) must be
modified, in order to define an analogous notion ofk-oasis for the classes NTime(nk)∩
coNTime(nk). It suffices to make use of anonrecursiveenumeration of pairs of ma-
chines; details will appear in the full version of this paper.

It seems reasonable to conjecture that eachk-oasis is actuallyIN (or at least, that
it contains all large natural numbers). Otherwise, for infinitely many lengthsm, there
are circuits of sizemk that accept a large fraction of the strings of lengthm, but accept
nothing of small KNt complexity, while this is impossible for other lengthsm′. This
would seem to indicate thatΣm has some structural property that small circuits are
able to exploit, whereasΣm′

has no such structure. However,Σm seemsdevoidof any
useful structure that is not shared byΣm′

for m′ 6= m.
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6 Closing Comments

For sufficiently “powerful” forms of resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexity (such
as KTE whereE is complete for EXPSPACE), the lexicographically first element of
A=n will always have logarithmic complexity, for anyA ∈ P [5]. Conceivably, one
could define a version of resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexity related to a low
level of the exponential-time hierarchy (with just a few alternations – and therefore
conceptually “closer” to KNt than KTE) where this same technique could be applied.
It seems unlikely that KNt is powerful enough to always give the lexicographically
least element ofA=n logarithmic complexity, for every setA in P, although we know
of no unlikely consequences, if that were to be the case.
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